
WATERING
things to consider when watering houseplants

Size of the pot

The smaller the pot, the more frequently you’ll have to water your plant.

Material of the pot

Terra cotta pots are porous which essentially means that your soil will dry out quicker than soil that’s sitting in a

plastic pot/ceramic pot.
time of year
In the Spring and Summer months, you can water more frequently but in the fall and winter months, you should cut back how much you’re watering your 

plant.

What plant it is
Not all plants require the same watering care. For example, a Snake Plant or a Cactus doesn’t like to be watered as

much as a Fern does. Be sure to know the watering needs of each of your plants.
hydrophobic soil
Soil that will not absorb water. Normally in soil there’s a wetting agent that helps prevent the soil from becoming hydrophobic. If

your soil becomes hydrophobic, two things  happened:

1) Soil dried out too much 

2) Wetting agent diminished over time.

lighting

Less light=less watering frequency whereas more light=more watering frequency.

home conditions

If your home conditions are on the drier side, you’ll need to check your plants more often and water them more

often than a home that’s more humid. Same goes for temperature; the warmer your home, the quicker the soil will

dry out.
vents

Heat/AC will dry your home conditions. Having your plant next to a radiator can also bake them so be

sure to keep them away from vents/radiators!

The easiest solution to solving hydrophobic soil is to repot the plant in fresh, new soil.

Weight of the pot

If you're unsure if you should water your plant, a good way to check is to feel how heavy the pot is. If the soil looks

dry but the bottom half of the pot is a bit heavy, you can probably leave it for a few more days.

bottom watering

This is a great method for those who tend to over water their plants. This can also help fight off fungus gnats


